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When matter comes up for computerization, one thing hits mind is that a faster work life with swift
work done. Advancement in technology and requirement of speed emerged a need to have
computerized market research reports. Every business person wants fresh reports generated by
research agencies. Depending on it, they prepare business plans, estimate future strategies and
make decisions based on it. To succeed in a competitive market all businesses are demanding
latest market research reports in huge amounts and from varied fields. 24 * 7 manual work was not
sufficient to fulfill demands of customers. Because of it agencies were intensely suffering from
critical situations to complete their research work and to prepare appropriate details. For this reason
projects are generated using software.

Nowadays so many marketing tools are used by market research firms that are essential for their
growth and success. Computerized industry reports grant many benefits to research companies
which are explained below:

1.	Time benefit:

Manual work is time spending  as it needs a lot of time and efforts to scrutinize and analyze
collected data and prepare statement. Now with computerization there is just a need to enter data
properly in a computer system. It takes few minutes to analyze it using computer. It allows research
industries to get trustworthy and timely results.

2.	Speed

There is no need to have highly skilled employees for the purpose of analysis and interpretation.
Once you enter collected data into software it will automatically generate results in form you specify.
It helps to obtain number of statements from same data as per requirements of clients. It supports
speedy outcome without much efforts.

3.	Accuracy

Machine output seldom fails if your data is incorrect. For getting accuracy in your work, make a habit
to enter correct and complete data. Automated testimonials generally avoid replicated and
erroneous tasks as a result it saves time for inspection and management.

4.	Cost benefit:

Agencies are benefited by more work done in less time resulting in reduced cost of product.
Computer software enables to save data projects and minimize time to regenerate it. Saved time
and cost can be used effectively for further benefits.

5.	Creativity

Though prepared by computer, reports can be customized with creativity of employees.  They can
add extra details, summaries, analysis notes or any other design changes. They can attract
consumers through creative structures.

6.	Workloads reduction
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Mechanization in research industry helps to manage impulsive workloads within time limits. Fulfilling
various clients with their demands becomes a part of their routine. Reduced burdens allow not only
to satisfy existing customers but to increase potential market demands.

7.	Profit maximization

Superior technology forced to increase efficiency and effectiveness. Receipt of appropriate
information pleaded various businesses to go through and find needed details. This ultimately
satisfies them and demand increased to higher extent. As a result profits are maximized.

In nutshell it is observed that switching from manual to automated market research report
preparation is a need of this fast track era of information technology. Understand its advantages and
go for it.
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